Abstract-Today, swarm intelligence is widely used in optimization problems. PSO is one the best swarm intelligence methods. In the method, each particle moves toward the direction in which the best individual and group experience has happened. The most important disadvantage of this method is that it falls in local optima. To fix the problem, a metaheuristic method is proposed in this paper. There has always been a competition between prey and predator in the nature. Little birds often fly in a colony form to run away from birds of prey. Being inspired by the phenomenon, a new particle is added to PSO algorithm known as predator, also a new behavior called "Take flight from predator" is defined.
This particle is responsible for attacking the colony of particles so as to prevent the premature convergence. With the predator attack to the colony, particles run away and again the chance rises for a Global optimum to be gained. The attack just caused particles dispersion and no particle dies. It can be repeated for m times and the optimal point is saved each time. To test the method, 12 benchmark functions were employed and the results were compared to OPSO, VPSO, LPSO, and GPSO methods.
Regarding the results, the proposed method had a better performance.
Index terms: Predator; particle swarm optimization; local optimum; premature convergence. INTRODUCTION All science is inspired from nature, especially the swarm intelligence. Studying social behaviors of entities is very interesting and useful; ants, birds, fish, and various animal species living socially or in colonies. The relationship between members, migration, searching for food, and running away from hunters are the main behaviors of every colony. Among the behaviors, birds' have been drawn further attention, because most birds live in huge communities and have complicated behaviors. Running away from the predator is one of these behaviors addressed in this paper. Competition between birds and predator is inevitable and the colony must always be prepared for birds of prey to attack. Presence of a bird of prey results in a better awareness and cooperation within the group members.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO), which was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [1] , [2] , is one of the most important swarm intelligence paradigms [3] . The PSO uses a simple mechanism that mimics swarm behavior in birds flocking and fish schooling to guide the particles to search for globally optimal solutions. As PSO is easy to implement, it has rapidly progressed in recent years and with many successful applications seen in solving real-world optimization problems [4] [10] .
However, similar to other evolutionary computation algorithms, The PSO is also a populationbased iterative algorithm. Hence, the algorithm can computationally be inefficient as measured by the number of function evaluations (FEs) required [11] . Further, the standard PSO algorithm can easily get trapped in the local optima when solving complex multimodal problems [10] .
These weaknesses have restricted wider applications of the PSO [5] .
Mehdi Neshat, Mehdi Sargolzaei, Azra Masoumi, and Adel Najaran, A New Kind of PSO: Predator Particle Swarm Optimization Therefore, accelerating convergence speed and avoiding the local optima have become the two most important and appealing goals in PSO research. A number of variant PSO algorithms have, hence, been proposed to achieve these two goals [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] . In this development, control of algorithm parameters and combination with auxiliary search operators have become two of the three most salient and promising approaches (the other being improving the topological structure) [8] . However, so far, it is seen to be difficult to simultaneously achieve both goals. For example, the comprehensive-learning PSO (CLPSO) in [10] focuses on avoiding the local optima, but brings in a slower convergence as a result.
To achieve both goals, adaptive PSO (APSO) is formulated by developing a systematic parameter adaptation scheme and an elitist learning strategy (ELS) [23] . To enable adaptation, an evolutionary state estimation (ESE) technique is first devised. Hence, adaptive parameter control strategies can be developed based on the identified evolutionary state and by making use of existing research results on inertia weight [11] - [12] and acceleration coefficients [13] - [14] .
To avoid possible local optima in the convergence state ,combinations with auxiliary techniques have been developed elsewhere by introducing operators such as selection [15] ,crossover [16] , mutation [17] , local search [18] , reset [19] , [20] , reinitialization [21] , [22] , etc., into PSO. These hybrid operations are usually implemented in every generation [15] [16] [17] or at a prefixed interval [18] or are controlled by adaptive strategies using stagnated generations as a trigger [19] [20] [21] [22] .
While these methods have brought improvements in PSO, the performance may further be enhanced if the auxiliary operations are adaptively performed with a systematic treatment according to the evolutionary state. For example, the mutation, reset, and reinitialization operations can be more pertinent when the algorithm has converged to a local optimum rather than when it is exploring.
In Section II, the PSO and its developments are briefly reviewed. Section III presents the Predator Particle Swarm Optimization (PPSO) approach in detail. Section IV experimentally compares the PPSO with various existing PSO algorithms using a set of benchmark functions. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. PSO AND ITS DEVELOPMENTS
The fundament to the development of PSO is a hypothesis [24] that social sharing of information among conspeciates offers an evolutionary advantage. PSO is similar to the other evolutionary INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL ON SMART SENSING AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS, VOL. 5, NO. 2, JUNE 2012 algorithms in that the system is initialized with a population of random solutions. However, each potential solution is also assigned a randomized velocity, and the potential solutions, call particles, corresponding to individuals. Each particle in PSO flies in the D-dimensional problem space with a velocity which is dynamically adjusted according to the flying experiences of its own and its colleagues. The location of the ith particle is represented as ) ,..., ,..., ( 
is specified by the user. The particle swarm optimization concept consists of, at each time step, changing the velocity and location of each particle toward its pbest and gbest locations according to the equations (1a) and (1b), respectively:
Where w is inertia weight, c1 and c2 are acceleration constants and rand () is a random function The process for implementing PSO is as follows: a).Initialize a population (array) which including m particles, For the ith particle, it has random location Xi in the problem space and for the dth dimension of velocity
where Rand2() is in the range [-1, 1]; b). Evaluate the desired optimization fitness function for each particle;
Mehdi Neshat, Mehdi Sargolzaei, Azra Masoumi, and Adel Najaran, A New Kind of PSO: Predator Particle Swarm Optimization c).Compare the evaluated fitness value of each particle with its pbest. If current value is better than pbest, then set the current location as the pbest location. Furthermore, if current value is better than gbest, then reset gbest to the current index in particle array; d). Change the velocity and location of the particle according to the equations (1) and (2), respectively; e).Loop to step b) until a stop criterion is met, usually a sufficiently good fitness value or a predefined maximum number of generations Gmax. Kadirkamanathan et al. [29] , and van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [30] .
The inertia weight w in (1) was introduced by Shi and Eberhart [25] . They proposed a w linearly decreasing with the iterative generations as:
Where g is the generation index representing the current number of evolutionary generations, and G is a predefined maximum number of generations. Here, the maximal and minimal weights max w and min w are usually set to 0.9 and 0.4, respectively [25] , [31] . In addition, a fuzzy adaptive w was proposed in [32] , and a random version setting w to 0.5 + random (0, 1)/2 was experimented in [33] for dynamic system optimization. As this random w has an expectation of 0.75, it has a similar idea as Clerc's constriction factor [34] , [35] . The constriction factor has been introduced into PSO for analyzing the convergence behavior, i.e., by modifying (1) to
Where the constriction factor 
Where c1 and c2 are both set to 2.05 [35] mathematically, the constriction factor is equivalent to the inertia weight, as Eberhart and Shi pointed out in [36] . The PSO with an inertia weight and use a global version of PSO (GPSO) [25] to denote the traditional global-version PSO with an inertia weight as given by (3) . In addition to the inertia weight and the constriction factor, the acceleration coefficients c1 and c2 are also important parameters in PSO. In Kennedy's two extreme cases [37] , i.e., the "social-only" model and the "cognitive-only" model, experiments have shown that both acceleration coefficients are essential to the success of PSO. Kennedy and
Eberhart suggested a fixed value of 2.0, and this configuration has been adopted by many other researchers. Suganthan [38] showed that using ad hoc values of c1 and c2 rather than a fixed value of 2.0 for different problems could yield better performance. Ratnaweera et al. [39] proposed a PSO algorithm with linearly time-varying acceleration coefficients (HPSO-TVAC),
where a larger c1 and a smaller c2 were set at the beginning and were gradually reversed during the search. Among these three methods, the HPSO-TVAC shows the best overall performance [39] . This may be owing to the time-varying c1 and c2 that can balance the global and local search abilities, which implies that adaptation of c1 and c2 can be promising in enhancing the PSO performance. Hence, this paper will further investigate the effects of c1 and c2 and develop an optimal adaptation strategy according to ESE.
Another active research trend in PSO is hybrid PSO, which combines PSO with other evolutionary paradigms. Angeline [40] first introduced into PSO a selection operation similar to that in a genetic algorithm (GA). Hybridization of GA and PSO has been used in [41] for recurrent artificial neural network design. In addition to the normal GA operators, e.g., selection [40] , crossover [42] , and mutation [43] , other techniques such as local search [44] and differential evolution [45] have been used to combine with PSO. Cooperative approach [46] , self organizing hierarchical technique [47] , deflection, stretching, and repulsion techniques [48] have also been hybridized with traditional PSO to enhance performance. Inspired by biology, some researchers introduced niche [49] , [50] and speciation [51] techniques into PSO to prevent the swarm from crowding too closely and to locate as many optimal solutions as possible and adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO) that features better search efficiency than classical particle swarm optimization [58] .
In addition to research on parameter control and auxiliary techniques, PSO topological structures are also widely studied. The LPSO with a ring topological structure and the von Neumann [54] , and Liang and Suganthan [55] to avoid the deficiencies of fixed neighborhoods. Moreover, in the "fully informed particle swarm" (FIPS) algorithm [56] , the information of the entire neighborhood is used to guide the particles. The CLPSO in [57] lets the particle use different pBest's to update its flying on different dimensions for improved performance in multimodal applications.
III. PREDATOR PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PPSO)
In PSO algorithm, particles move based on the resultant of three vectors: the first vector, toward the global best position; second, toward the best past personal experience; and third, toward the previous particle path. Next position will be determined based on the three vectors. Falling in local optima points is one of the main disadvantages of PSO method, namely, if a particle is entrapped by local optima, other particles will be converged to that particle and a premature convergence will occur. PPSO algorithm was developed to fix the problem. It is inspired by PSO algorithm with partial modifications.
a. Predator Particle (PP)
There is a new particle in the algorithm called "predator". It behaves differently comparing to other particles and never seeks the environment for optimum points. It is a predator and intends to attack other particles per se. Indeed, the time of attack is predetermined and occurs when the colony is totally converged. Despite the nature, our predator no longer kills particles but aims at scaring them to save them from local optima trap based on their instinct to run away from danger.
The particle prevents premature convergence to happen. When the convergence occurs, PP particle is located at a random position of an environment and attacks the global best. 
In PPSO algorithm, if sum of the difference between all particles and global best is less than or equal to , PP particle performs the attack behavior. Otherwise, particles keep on their natural behaviors. is a changing value varying based on each function. The value of depends on number of the particles in the environment and dimensions of the environment. V PP velocity vector must be calculated, When the attack behavior gets started. There is a constant index in velocity vector formula with a value between (1-2).
After PP particle attacked to colony and as soon as it approaches the particles, they show a new behavior called "Take Flight" based on their runaway-from-predator instinct. Figure  1 illustrates the estate of particles runaway behavior. Figure 1 . Particles Take Flight behavior of predator particle a.ii. Take Flight behavior
Upon observing PP particle, each of the other particles performs the runaway behavior. It is out of instinct and entities practice it without previous thought and planning. They only intend to run away from the predator and to go as far as possible. However, in the proposed method, each particle tries to move far away from the predator based on the resultant of three vectors:
. The vectors are described in the following section.
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Vector X  is the particle's previous path, vector B  is the difference between particle position and global best multiplied by a random number. Rand function generates a random number between 0 and 1 and gives the particle a movement freedom. Vector F  is the difference between particle position and the predator. Runaway factor of the predator is employed in equation (7) Table ( 2).
Mehdi Neshat, Mehdi Sargolzaei, Azra Masoumi, and Adel Najaran, A New Kind of PSO: Predator Particle Swarm Optimization Table ( 3). The number of PP particle attacks is 10 times in the algorithm suggested. Table ( As seen in Table ( 4), the proposed method has not good results in the f 4, f 5 and f 12 . According to Tables 3 and 4 whenever the function's dimension was increased, then computational complexity become more. PPSO is reached to best results in other functions. The proposed method has the best result as well as a desirable convergence rate with sphere function. GPSO and VPSO methods have also gained good results. In Rosenbrock function, VPSO has the best performance, when there are 100 iterations, but in the next iterations, PPSO has performed the best. LPSO also gains partially good result. In schwefelsP2.22 function, PPSO performs well at iterations less than 250 with a considerable convergence rate, but in the next iterations, PPSO has gained better results. Besides, in other functions, the proposed method performs better than the other methods.
V. Conclusion
PSO is one the best swarm intelligence methods. In the method, each particle moves toward the direction in which the best individual and group experience has happened. The most important disadvantage of this method is that it falls in local optima. To fix the problem, a metaheuristic method is proposed in this paper. There has always been a competition between prey and predator in the nature. Little birds often fly in a colony form to run away from birds of prey.
Being inspired by the phenomenon, a new particle is added to PSO algorithm known as predator, also a new behavior called "Take flight from predator" is defined. This particle is responsible for attacking the colony of particles so as to prevent the premature convergence. With the predator attack to the colony, particles run away and again the chance rises for a Global optimum to be gained. The attack just caused particles dispersion and no particle dies. It can be repeated for m INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL ON SMART SENSING AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS, VOL. 5, NO. 2, JUNE 2012 times and the optimal point is saved each time. To test the method, 12 benchmark functions were employed and the results were compared to OPSO, VPSO, LPSO, and GPSO methods.
